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British Dental Journal, 15 September 1904

From a discussion of a paper read by Dr H.E. Knight to the North
Midland Branch of the BDA in June 1904

Mr. Robbins wished to emphasise one point. For twenty-five years he had been trying
to find out why there should be such a dread of dentists; the fear being out of all pro-
portion to the pain given. He had arrived at the conclusion that this was caused by
wrong handling in early life. Therefore he was pleased that Dr. Knight recommended
that a child should go to a dentist before it had learned fear. If given a child early
enough, and a free hand to act squarely with that child, never taking it by surprise,
that child should never be afraid of him as a dentist. If it were not afraid of him in
childhood, it would not be in after life.

Br Dent J 1904
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